
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
WOOSTER CAMPUS SAFETY COMMITTEE 

OARDC, ATI, & Research Stations 
Minutes of May 21, 2014 Meeting 

 
PRESENT: Tamela Brown, Dave Drake, Jim Hacker, Roger Hamilton, Deana Hudgins, Mike 

Kauffman, Mike Klingman, Jenny Moyseenko, Mike Reding, Chip Styer, Lee Wilson 
 
The meeting was called to order by Mike Kauffman, Chair. 

POINTS OF DISCUSSION 
 

1. Discussion of the minutes from March 19, 2014.  An error in the next meeting date was noted, 
and Jenny will make the correction.  Chip moved to approve the minutes and Lee seconded. 
 

2. Old Business 
a. Hazardous waste pickup update:  The last Wednesday of each month (either 4th or 5th 

Wednesday) will be the regular date for Hazardous Waste pickups.  Roger said that 
waste has not yet been picked up at the Pesticide Storage building.  Jenny asked (due 
to request by HCS labs) for clarification from Tami about what is required for disposal of 
burn boxes.  Tami said that FAHRP labs are required to autoclave their burn boxes, but 
other departments do not need to.  Stericycle picks up biological waste every two weeks.  
Both biological waste and sharps can be placed in burn boxes for disposal. If a lab has 
burn boxes for disposal, contact Tami or Mike Kauffman to arrange drop-off at building 
near FAHRP serving as the pickup point.  Email or contact Tami to request burn boxes 
or disposal bags.  

b. Safety Training and Onboarding Policies  - No new information was presented.  Jim 
mentioned that he sends a reminder on basic safety policies to his department at this 
time, to alert labs to mention items to summer students.  
Tami updated the EHS website with a list of required Safety Trainings.  Ergonomics 
training is no longer on the EHS website.  There was renewed discussion on what safety 
trainings are required for Wooster campus employees.  For now, the three required 
trainings are Lab Standard/Haz Comm, BEAP and GHS. 
Mike Klingman asked about Tractor Safety training.  OSU wants yearly training but does 
not provide the training. Tami gave Mike a contact for EHS but he has had no response 
yet. Roger has customized training for the Grounds Crew. He can email his training 
details to Mike. Tami also said that Kent McGuire has many resources that could be 
helpful. 

c. Pesticide Storage Building Overhaul – : July 1 is the cutoff for gathering unneeded 
pesticides for pickup by Clean Harbors.  Pesticides for disposal should be grouped on 
clearly labeled shelves.  Yellow labels can be added but are not required.  Labs should 
also update their inventory and be sure all MSDS sheets are available in the building. 
Plans are not yet solidified for FedEX pickup of experimental pesticides.   

d. Laboratory Inspections:  Mike asked if any problems or issues arose during recent lab 
inspections.  Inspections generally went well.  Dorian will be on campus more frequently 
and surprise inspections are possible.  
Dorian sent a recent email with clarifications on preparing SOPs.  Any substance labeled 
as “dangerous” or with a higher category number than “2” requires an SOP. 
 
 

 



3. New Business 
 

a. Safety, Police Fire Updates: 
1) Tami reported that inspections and reports are complete for all Outlying 

Branches. All fume hood inspections are done for OARDC, but not for ATI.  
She has been conducting respirator fit tests for Outlying Branches and 
other areas as requested.  

2) Dave did not have any fire updates to report.  
3) There were no Police updates since Seth was absent. 

b. Coordination of Occupational Health records – Tami: Tami said that Linda Wellington, 
who coordinates OSU Occupational Health records, wants to meet with WCSC to 
determine where confusion lies with coordination with Columbus, and correct the 
system.  An online trackable system is needed to keep records.  WCSD reps should 
send Tami issues they have had in dealing with Employee Health, Occupational Health, 
and MedPro, and she will forward info to Linda. If she receives information by June 21, 
she will try to invite Linda to the WCSC meeting in July. 

 
c. “Live N Learn”:   

Jenny mentioned a greenhouse light bulb explosion that burned plants, but did not cause 
any injury, in an HCS greenhouse. She will forward images and information to Dave so 
he can discuss it with Seth.   
Lee mentioned that a student’s activities produced chlorine gas in Selby Hall, and 
caused minor injury to a student.  No protocol or SOP was in place for the activity. The 
Fire Department responded.  Seth is checking into appropriate protocols and SOPs. 
The committee was reminded to report any unusual incidents, even if seemingly minor, 
to Seth. 

 
4. Motion to adjourn the meeting was made by Jim Hacker and seconded by Chip Styer. 

 
The next meeting will be May 21, 2014 at 8:30 A.M., in the Fisher Auditorium Conference 
Room. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Jennifer Moyseenko, Secretary 
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